# Royal Geographical Society (with IBG) Resources for KS1 and KS2 Geography

## Human Geography and Places

**AUSTRALIA:** Locating Australia, Australia’s diverse landscape, weather and climate, population, Australian cities

**STAY HOME STORIES:** Homes, local studies and urbanisation, fieldwork

**BRAZIL:** Brazilian climate, a city of two halves, the Amazon

**DISCOVERING GALAPAGOS:** Wildlife, ecosystems, people, challenges to ensure a sustainable future

**THE MEDITERRANEAN:** Location and features of the Mediterranean, Zoom in on Italy and Bologna

**GLOBAL TRADE:** How did trade get global? Food and global trade, fairtrade, exports

**HONG KONG:** What is Hong Kong like? Life in Hong Kong

**THE UNITED KINGDOM:** Introducing the UK, landscapes, football cities, geographical skills and fieldwork

**UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:** Landscape, cites, migration, natural resources

**DISCOVERING THE ARCTIC:** Introducing the Arctic, wildlife, Arctic science, people and culture, Arctic governance, challenges

**DISCOVERING ANTARCTICA:** Oceans, atmosphere, landscape, ecosystems and food webs, Antarctic science, tourism, governance

**MOUNT EVEREST:** Introducing Everest, mountain formation, people and culture, climbing Mt Everest, sustainability

**WEATHER AND CLIMATE:** Weather around the world, data and measurements, water cycle

## Physical Geography

**DISCOVERING THE ARCTIC:** Introducing the Arctic, wildlife, Arctic science, people and culture, Arctic governance, challenges

**DISCOVERING ANTARCTICA:** Oceans, atmosphere, landscape, ecosystems and food webs, Antarctic science, tourism, governance

**MOUNTAINS, VOLCANOES AND EARTHQUAKES:** Mount Everest, mapping mountains, mountain formation, volcanoes, earthquakes

**RIVERS:** Journey of a River, flooding, mapping the Thames, waterfalls

**SHACKLETON:** Polar exploration, Antarctica, Shackleton

**OFSTED & GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM:** Interview with lead inspector for geography

## Geographical Skills and Fieldwork

**PRIMARY FIELDWORK:** Rivers, settlement, land use, weather

**MAP SKILLS:** Locational knowledge, places, human and physical geography

**Click in the unit text for a hyper link to the resource or search www.rgs.org/resources @RGS_IBMGSchools**